Jack Cornish, Programme Manager at The Ramblers, Britain's walking charity, shares how
local councils can help put unrecorded public rights of way on the map, before it's too late.
140,000 miles of public rights of way criss-cross England
and Wales, but there are thousands of miles more which

This means that paths which might

have been walked for centuries,

are missing from the map and need to be found by 2026,

some of which are in use today, will be lost. That is why the Ramblers'
Don't Lose Your Way campaign is bringing together a growing

or they could be lost forever.

movement of people to find, map and save our historic paths.
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Earlier in 2020, the Ramblers created a

Rights of way (footpaths, bridleways or restricted byways) are legally

tool so members of the

to enjoy the countryside, access our amazing natural landscapes

public could compare the current Ordnance Survey map with two
historical maps and find any potentially missing paths. Thousands of
people joined the search for these lost paths, and together mapped
all of England and Wales in just six weeks. Using this tool, we found

and navigate our towns and cities. These definitive maPS were drawn
up (often with the help of parish councils) in the 1950s, 60s and 70s

tens of thousands of miles of missing paths in all parts of the country
and soon we will be sharing the detailed results of that giant task.

but we know that paths were missed- Have you ever noticed a path
which seems to stop in the middle of nowhere (perhaps at the parish
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recorded on the definitive map, held by the local highway authority.
The rights of way they show reach into every community and allow
us

boundary), or that your parish has fewer paths than the neighbouring
one, or have you spotted a footpath (or even an old road) marked on
an old map which isn'tthere now? These could all be unrecorded

public rights of way.
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application is successfully added to the definitive map, it means that
the path is protected and can be enjoyed for generations to come.

of evidence to make the case:
User evidence forms. These demonstrate that the public have
used the path for at least 20 years, which raises a presumption

that the route has been dedicated as a public right of way.

&

Documentary evidence. There is a legal concept "once

We are building further tools and guidance to enable any member of
the public to research and make an application forthese lost paths.
Making an application involves digging into historical records to
unearth clues that the route was public in the past and, if the

Anyone can make an application to the highway authority for a path
to be added to the definitive map and can use two broad categories
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highway, always a highway." Therefore, if historical documents

Key documents to help prove a right of way:

o
o
o
e
e

ltthe maPs
Enclosure maps
Railway and canal plans
Parish and estate maps

Ordnance Survey maps and records

and maps prove that a route was once public, this right of way
still exists today.
This second category of evidence cannot be used after'1st January

2026 (as set out in the Countryside and Rights of Way Act, 2000).

We would love parish councils to get involved to help claim these
paths to improve their local networks and preserve an important Paft
of our shared history. Find out more at

ramblers.org.uk/dont!oseyourway or email DLYW@ramblers.org.uk

